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apping, By Walter H. Carnahan (EAA 80722) 99 Van Voorhis Avenue Rochester, NY 14617



cdlircra your glide into the next thermal. What should you do? If you had any way to exert your muscles to stretch the glide, everything would be rosy. The only problem is how to exert some thrust. We'll get into that later. The best reason to explore flapping wing flight is simply that it hasn't been done yet. The man who responds to that kind of challenge will have the best chance of



success. (Editor's Note: Walter Carnahan presented a forum on ornithopters during the 1975 Oshkosh Fly-In.) WHY FLAPPING WINGS?



In one of Otto L i l i e n t h a l ' s last publications, after many flights had been made, he predicted that soon



power plants driving propellers would be adapted to aircraft, and from then on, future developments would go into commercial and military aircraft; if ornithopters (flapping wing aircraftl were developed, it would be done by hobbyists, engineers in other fields, etc., who would devote time to flapping wing flight purely for the challenge of it. What better group than the Experimental Aircraft Association to find people of this kind? Lilienthal's prediction came true, so today there is little or no technical literature, experimental work, or money for experimentation in ornithopters. A chapter in a recent book on aviation has the title: "Faster, Higher, Farther". Have we forgotten that flying can also be fun? The birds haven't forgotten. On a day that is so gusty that the old, bold, human pilots are sitting on the ground reading about flying, the seagulls take to the air and cruise in the turbulence, having a ball. An airplane that could be controlled and manipulated safely on such a day in gusty winds would be a new dimension of sport. A successful ornithopter would permit this and would also permit landing on the nearest postage stamp when one had had enough. Another application of ornithopters will be to stretch a glide in a sailplane. There you are, soaring along in your flex-wing glider. Never mind how you got up there in the first place; perhaps you were towed aloft by a car. But right now you're cramped from sitting too long in one position. Your muscles are aching from lack of exercise, and you're not sure just how you are going to stretch



HISTORY OF FLAPPING WING AIRCRAFT



Mythology contains the story of Daedalus and Icarus. Daedalus was an engineer, so perhaps accounts of his attempt to fly from imprisonment on the island of Crete were not complete myth. Some day, after flapping wing is perfected, someone may construct a flapping wing machine using only materials which were available to Daedalus, and show that the myth could have originated from a serious attempt — misunderstood by the press — as usual! Leonardo daVinci sketched several flapping wing aircraft. Some aviation historians believe that daVinci's machines would never have flown because he misunderstood the bird's flight stroke. Instead of a wing stroke from above-and-back to forward-and-below, daVinci stated that "the wings have to row backwards and downwards". If daVinci were in error, it would not have taken him long to discover the error and correct it, had his machine been built. But apparently daVinci, with so many irons in the fire, never got around to constructing a flapping wing aircraft. Furthermore, daVinci may not have been wrong. High speed movies show that certain birds, for the first two or three strokes on take-off, do push the air backwards by turning their wings over from the normal position, and thrust back against air pressure on the upper side of the wing. Only after they have flown a few wing beats and acquired forward velocity do th;y gradually adopt the normal power stroke for forward flight, upand-back to down-and-forward. Four hundred years after daVinci, another skilled engineer, Otto Lilienthal, built many gliders from simple materials to study the problems of equilibrium and control in the air. Lilienthal made his living as a designer of steam engines, but his real love was aircraft. In his book, "Birdflight as the Basis of Aviation", LilienSPORT AVIATION 59



t h a i gives thirty guidelines that he concludes that a man must follow for successful flight. He himself crashed because he violated one of his own rules: that the wings should be flexibly attached to the body of the craft, otherwise a stalled condition of the wing is transmitted to the fuselage with its greater mass and inertia. The stall and crash which can follow took Lilienthal's life and have caused the death of many aviators since. Within our own century, several experimenters have



built man-carrying aircraft which derived at least some power by flapping wings. For example, Dr. Alexander Lippisch in 1929 built a glider which was towed aloft and stretched its glide by flapping wings. This device showed that for m a x i m u m effect, it was best to have a flexible t r a i l i n g edge on the wing. In the book, "Man Powered Aircraft", by Dr. Keith



Sherwin there are photographs of a machine built by Dr. Martin Sultan. This aircraft was to have flown on fixed wings like a conventional plane, but to have derived its forward thrust by a second set of flapping drive



wings behind the sustaining wings. Sultan, a German Jew, soon had more urgent problems when Hitler took



over Germany. He was forced to flee, abandoning his plane and all attempts to fly it. CORNELIUS 2589 (British) 1884



Many people think the purpose of a patent is to give the inventor an exclusive right to profit from his brainchild. No so. The purpose is to make useful ideas available to others; the seventeen years during which the inventor



can try to prevent someone else from profiting from his invention (if he is rich enough to hire the better lawyers),



are merely the bait used to coax him to the drawing board. But we digress. Back to the useful patents. Figure 1 shows some of the patents which we think would be useful for a would-be designer of an ornithopter. The patent number and year is given; all are expired and free to use. Copies of any can be obtained from the Patent Office for fifty cents. Not that any of them were totally successful, but they contain ideas that might be combined or modified to increase the chances of success.



F. W. Brearey was Secretary of the British Aeronautical Society. His patent is for a well streamlined fuselage supported by a flexible fabric wing-tail combination which is to have a wave motion by a suitable motive power acting on the leading edge spar. This spar was to have been formed of separate pieces bound together to facilitate tapering it. Stays or battens were proposed to stiffen the leading edge. Toy ornithopters similar to this have been flown successfully before Brearey's time and up to the present. The Cornelius patent incorporates some good, simple ideas, land just enough false ones to keep it from



working!). He contemplates the use of h u m a n power to



actuate pivoted wings, and a spring arching above the pilot to effect the return stroke. The leg muscles are



STELZER No 1.704 112 1929



RIOUT No 1 009.692 1911



SOMMER No 2 721.047 1955



shown as used only for control of the tail. One trial would have proven that a modification of the power system was required. It resembles some of the non-Rogallo,



flexible wing hang gliders of today. Chanute was a very successful bridge designer. His



airplane patent shown was stated to be a combination of one issued to Lilienthal and another to Mouillard, with the very useful addition of means to vary the cen-



SPENCER No 2.859 553 1958



FITZ PATRICK No 2.783.955 1957



FIGURE 1



Flapping Wing Types (From Patents)



No one should attempt to build an aircraft today without finding out what is already known and useful. At the end of this article, we have listed some books recommended to anyone wishing to think flapping wings. The



patent literature also contains some useful information on flapping wing flight (along with a certain amount of useless junk!). In reading these references, keep in mind that not everything you read is valid, but any writing can contain useful insights.



Let no one t h i n k that just because something is



patented, it is valuable For example II.S. Patent No 1,810,182 was duly issued in 1931 to one Angel (sic) Mateo for an "Aeroplane of Rooster Shape". That's right, eight claims were allowed, all starting with the words: "An aeroplane of rooster shape . . . ". You can tell it is a rooster, not a hen, because there is a comb just over the eye, close to where the propeller emerges from the beak! Furthermore, the spurs are clearly shown just above where the talons hold the wheeled undercarriage! 60 AUGUST 1976



ter of pressure fore and aft, assisted by springs. If Lilienthal had adopted this feature instead of the difficult and dangerous shifting of his weight, he might have lived



to greatly advance the art of flying. Neither Chanute's patent nor that of Lilienthal shown here were for flapping wing flight, but for soaring, but both contain useful features. Some historians consider Mouillard only an uneducated observer of birds, but his patent, No. 582,757 describes a device mighty like the ailerons that are generally credited to the Wright brothers, who went to Kitty Hawk ten years after Mouillard filed his patent! Riout's patent shows three separate panels on each



wing, each provided with a spring action to return them



to a gliding position of equal angle of attack after they have been caused to automatically take a proper driving angle by motive power applied to the wing roots. It is



doubtful if it was ever fabricated in larger form than as a toy. The Stelzer patent shows the two pairs of wings each



divided into several sections with adjustable or automatically variable change of angle of attack during the various phases of the power stroke. It also shows the



use of a linear actuating engine, well adapted to flapping wing flight, particularly when it was fired at times derived from the then position of the wings, not shaking them apart by f i r i n g at a rate determined by the engine. The Sommer patent is only for a device to "test" flying wings, but it shows wings similar to an insect; they would be simple to construct and are stated to provide s u i t a b l e f l e x i b i l i t y . A t t a c h m e n t a t ^ t h e shoulders a s shown would probably not be appreciated by a pilot risking his neck in such a device!



FitzPatrick's patent shows a unique bat shape, and



also employs a compressor powering pressure cylinders for motive and control power. Jointing of the wing spars is provided, with obvious reference to a bird's wing bones and joints. Vertical control is by means of shifting the wings forward and back, as do our feathered friends.



P. H. Spencer's patent has been the basis of successful



toy ornithopters. It employs a flexible membrane wing with a pair of leading edge spars and diagonal braces which divide the wing into an inner portion providing lift and an outer, more flexible part primarily for prop u l s i o n . This patent shows a f a m i l y r e l a t i o n s h i p to similar devices going at least as far back as Penaud's rubber band powered toys of 1871. The book, "Anatomie und Flugbiologie der Vogel" (Anatomy and Flight Biology of Birds) by K. Herzog, unfortunately not available in English, shows drawings and photographs of several much more elaborate flying bird-models invented by the late Dr. Erich von Hoist. Even though these fly well as models, Herzog concludes that it is not possible simply to scale them up to mancarrying size. The drawing in Figure 1 for Lilienthal's flying machine is not taken from his patents, but is instead from his book, written after years of flying in man-carrying gliders of a variety of kinds. It is his conclusion as to the best form for a man-carrying ornithopter. Of the thirty points w h i c h he considers vital to success, the following seem most important in light of pre:'"nt day knowledge: 13th: The wing must show a curvature on the underside. (This meant concave. Lilienthal first thought 1:12 was right: later he concluded 1:20 was better.) 20th: The design must be such that the wing may rotate around its l o n g i t u d i n a l axis, a rotation which is effected wholly or partly by the air pressure itself: this rotation should be strongest toward the wing-tips. 27th: The up and down movements of the wing-tips must not take place by means of a joint or the wing shape w i l l be deformed; the excursion of the tips must, on the contrary, merge g r a d u a l l y i n t o the comparative immovability of the other wing portions. The fact that none of these flapping wing craft has been completely successful does not prove they lacked value. An aircraft ctin have everything right except for one detail and yet the craft w i l l fail. Planes have crashed because of one failed bolt, or a bit of ice in the gas line, or even pilot error in a proven design. Some of the most promising designs of flapping wing craft do not appear to have ever been constructed. AERODYNAMICS



Let's get back to you, soaring in your flapping wing glider. You're ready to exert a thrust stroke. How do you go about it? All natural objects i n c l u d i n g maple seeds, birds, bats, etc. solve the problem in essentially



the same way,



so perhaps that's the way you should do



it too! A more or less downward force on a suitably shaped wing w i l l automatically tip the lift vector forward so that it becomes a propulsive force. What do we mean by "suitably shaped"? Try the following experiment: Take a 3" x 5" card and a pen with a pocket clip. Insert the card into the slip at about the center point of the card, Figure 2. As you p u l l down on the pen, the card w i l l stay essentially parallel as it moves downward. But if you move the pen so it is on one edge of the card, then that edge w i l l go down. If the rest of the card is free to feather out behind, it w i l l exert no force but frictional resistance and inertia. Negligible. If the pen is placed somewhere between the edge and the center, part of the air pressure w i l l tend to rotate



the card clockwise, and part will tend to rotate it coun-



FIGURE 2



Generating Thrust



ter clockwise, so the net result is a forward component of the thrust vector and a push of the air to the rear (which is saying essentially the same thing). Those of us who fly propeller driven aircraft should understand this well because the driving tip of the propeller is as shown in Figure 2. The cross section is that of an airfoil. As it revolves, the vector in the forward direction produces the thrust that drives the whole aircraft forward. If this airfoil were that of a wing of an



aircraft in level flight, then the thrust vector would be



called a vertical lift vector; only if the aircraft were in a vertical dive or climb would the lift vector be directed horizontally. Boat sails can furnish useful knowledge for flapping wing aircraft. Dr. Manfred Curry's book entitled "Sailing Tactics and the Aerodynamics of Sails" points out s i m i l a r i t i e s between good sails and wings. Figure 2 shows a cross section through the mainsail and jib of a sloop rigged boat sailing as close to the w i n d as possible. A racing skipper knows that for greatest efficiency, sailing as close as can be into the wind, the wind must hit the leading edge of both the mainsail and jib almost exactly parallel with the edge. Otherwise, the flexible fabric flutters and loses power and someone else wins! The wing tip ( p i n i o n ) feathers of a flying bird are most instructive for man-carrying flapping wing flight. In Figure 2 is shown a typical cross section of such a feather. Examine one by taking a feather and cutting across it with sharp scissors. Note that the part forward of the spar is compacted by impact at the leading edge — not ruffled. Force is applied through the spar of the feather, which attaches to the bones; these in turn are pulled downwards by the large breast or flight muscles of the bird. As the feather is pulled down as in Figure 2, the bird is pulled forward by the thrust vector, T. Figure 3 shows a number of natural flying objects. The position of the application of power, P, is shown in each sketch away from the reader into the paper. In a maple seed, the power is derived from the force of gravity pulling at the center of gravity. For the bird's wing or feather, the bat's wing or the insect's, the position of the application of power is where the main flight muscles attach, and it is always close to the leading edge. The birds, the bats, and the insects do not need to learn to fly any more than does the maple seed; when the wing is fabricated by nature in the proper manner, and the power is applied at the right point, then the main f l y i n g motions are a u t o m a t i c . If the w i n g is shaped right, it will fly right.



The Lilienthals and others of their time considered the hirH to he the best model for m a n - f l i g h t : da Vinci considered the bat to be a better model. A bat wing would be easier to construct, since it relies on a single, essentially continuous membrane rather than a number of wonderfully constructed, but hard to fabricate, feathers. If it weren't for the fact that insects are too small for easy observation, early experimenters might have adopted them as the model for constructing a mancarrying, flapping wing machine. In some respects, the insect's wing and the wing action is an easier, simpler, and more promising method of construction than either SPORT AVIATION 61



the bird's or the bat's.



A butterfly with the extreme low wing loading that



goes with huge wings and low weight would seem to be very difficult to control. In fact, butterflies maneuver quite well in gusty wind conditions, for the reason that,



having control of the individual wing sections separately,



it is possible for the butterfly to maintain equilibrium.



trailing edge is found, and so no loss of energy. This is the way God or evolutionary forces built



birds, bats, and insects — with a leading edge strong enough to withstand the impact forces of the wind, but



with a trailing edge flexible enough so it can conform to the wind forces, and stiff enough to transmit the forces to the structure. In modern day aircraft, only the most sophisticated have anything resembling this recurved, sharp-edged section. CONSTRUCTION



In considering construction methods suitable for flapping wing aircraft, keep in mind the KISS principle (Keep It Simple, Stupid!). Many discussions of bird flight



conclude with some such statement as this: "The motion of all the muscles, joints, and other elements of a bird's wing are so complex that it is impossible for a man to simulate them." Possibly true, but is it necessary?



Bat



Bird



A



Dragon Fly



Maple Seed



i;



Gliders have been built very simply and proved adequate to carry a passenger at least down hill. Mouillard took two boards, hinged them about his waist, nailed



some battens to them and covered the whole with some old sheeting which he painted to seal the pores. With it he took a couple of steps into the wind and found to his dismay that the ground was down there, and he



wasn't sure just how to get down! Lilienthal built a couple of dozen gliders out of willow canes and fabric, cut out by scissors and jack knife. They wouldn't cost $10



even at today's prices. They sailed down hill, and carried us all closer to supersonic flight. Jack Lambie gave a classroom full of gradeschool kids some plastic sheeting, a few bamboo rods, some wire (and an unknown quantity of encouragement). Two weeks later they had made a Chanute type glider and pushed him off a hilltop in it. Safely. The last I knew, he'd sell you a set of plans Pinion Feather



Cicada



•p >• Mosquito



FIGURE 3 Wing Shapes From Natural Flight



for $3, or a whole kit for $175. The point is it doesn't take thousands of dollars and



thousands of hours to get into the air. Now just add a properly thought out means for flapping the wings to give thrust and control and you have a start toward a flapping wing aircraft that no one has ever perfected.



How important is the shape of the pinion feathers? It could be extremely important, even essential to the construction of a flapping wing machine. Some say everything important has already been discovered relative to airfoil sections, but I wonder. When Lilienthal tried to



explain the superior aerodynamic properties of curved rather than flat surfaces, which he had found by experiment, he drew a diagram reproduced in Figure 4 which shows his estimate of how the wind flow might appear on



a flat surface or a curved surface. He guessed that wind forces might create turbulence above and below the flat plate, but give a smooth flow with a curved surface. At about the same time, Marey, in France, built a smoke tunnel and photographed the resulting smoke streams to show that the wind patterns were actually as shown in the right hand side of Figure 4.



The main difference between Lilienthal's conjecture and Marey's experimental results were that there are no vortices at the underside of even the flat wing surface. There are vortices above the upper surface of a flat wing and we have come to associate these with a stalled condition. With the curved surface, and the leading edge parallel with the impinging air, the smoke streams are indeed smooth until the trailing edge is passed. As the



smokestreams leave the curved surface, they still have



downward momentum. This produces an oscillation behind the t r a i l i n g edge. If, however, the trailing edge were recurved to a direction parallel with the incident



air, as shown by the dotted curve in Figure 4, lower



right, like the bird's pinion feather, no oscillation at the
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Lilienthal's Assumption — Marey's Photographs FIGURE 4 Air Flow on Flat or Curved Surfaces



Two construction features of a bird's wing are worth noting in considering how best to fabricate a flapping



wing craft. Both have to do with the wavy path of the



outer portion of the wing. As the body of a bird flies at constant speed in a straight line, the wing tips follow



a wavy course and therefore must move much faster since they go a much greater distance in the same time,



Figure 5. Since wing forces are proportional to the square of the velocity, a part of the wing that goes twice the speed of that near the body exerts four times the force per unit area, and one that goes three times as fast exerts nine times as much! No wonder the stiffness of a bird's wing tip feather (vanes) must be of phenomenal stiffness but still flexible to yield to these forces without damage.



During the part of the wing beat which is forward relative to the body, the wing tip velocity adds to that of the body; during the backwards part of the stroke the wing velocity is slower, subtracted from that of the body. That means the wing is in high speed flight on the downstroke and low speed flight on the upward, return stroke. Many observers of bird-flight t h i n k that the return stroke is merely a means to get the wing back and up for a next power stroke, and a waste so far as propulsion is concerned. Complicated theories of valving action have been given to "explain" how the wing could return without cancelling the work that was done on the power stroke. It's a good thing birds can't read, they'd die laughing. For the truth of the matter is that the return stroke is no problem, but part of the solution to flight. How do we human pilots accommodate for low speed and high speed? We trim for high angle of attack at low speed and low angle of attack at high speed. Right? Well, Mr. Bird does it the same way, but he does it automatically during each wing beat. His wrist joint is set at an angle such that the primary feathers which attach to the hand portion of the wing are in a different plane than those which attach to the forearm (no important flight feathers attach to the upper arm bone, the humerus), Figure 6. This is easiest seen if you have a dead bird and trim the quills of the flight feathers off near the wing, then look at them from the rear. In a wing that is relaxed as for an up-stroke, the feathers on the hand portion are at a great angle of attack. When the wing is tightened and extended for power, downward, high velocity stroke, the primaries, both as a unit and individually, rotate forward and automatically take a lesser angle of attack. Rotation of the "hand" section is facilitated by a twist of the "forearm"; this is aided by the pair of "forearm" bones and their joints. Try it on a chicken wing. No writers seem to have described this, but high speed movies of birds in flight show it clearly. Figure 6 shows a trimmed wing and a rear view of a flying bird illustrating the wing position during an upstroke. The inner parts of the wing, maintaining a nearly constant velocity equal to that of the body, do not need nor have the change in angle of attack. Only a few insects have a jointed wing. The net effect of this change in angle of attack during the wing stroke is that the amount of lift in the vertical direction is essentially constant during the up and down stroke and the body of the bird shows little, if any, rise and fall during cycles of the stroke. The secondaries, those feathers of the forearm, are attached only at the q u i l l end and point essentially straight backwards, curving downwards in the unloaded condition. Under the pressure differential imposed by high speed flight, they can straighten and present a flatter, lower angle of attack to the airstream. (See Figure 3, Bird). The second feature of the feathered wings of birds which may have considerable effect on their efficiency is the placement of the small covert feathers. These serve at least two main functions for flight, streamlining the wing and also acting like tiny leaf springs, which transmit bending tendencies of the flight feathers to the stiff, bony structure of the wings. In addition, being attached near the front and presenting their thin, open ends rearward, they are in a position to open and trap any forward component of air velocity near the wing as in the boundary layer. This is easily seen in high speed flash photographs taken from directly ahead, especially of birds near a stalled position as in take-off or landing. Then any forward flow from the stagnation point under the wing lifts the coverts considerably, and is converted to forward thrust. However, bats and insects seem to fly nicely without coverts or any other feathers!



FIGURE 5



Wing Path in Bird Flight



FIGURE 6



Wrist Joint Aids Angle of Attack Change



POWER



At the beginning of the twentieth century, when it was yet unsettled if the development of aviation would be toward propeller driven or flapping wing aircraft, the question of suitable power sources was one of the biggest unknowns. Chanute, after a careful review of all the available work that had been done in aviation, concluded in 1894 that about 100 pounds could be sustained in level flight per horsepower for flapping wing flight. Available engines of the day, however, weighed in the order of 100 pounds per horsepower, meaning that they could only marginally drive their own weight. New power sources were just then showing promise of improvement of an order of magnitude — around 10 pounds per horsepower; since then, a further ten-fold improvement has been made available, so that today the experimenter has available engines in the order of one pound per horsepower. As to the possibility of powering an aircraft by human muscles, as recently as 1960, fifteen years ago, there was great doubt if a man could ever fly by his own exertions; in fact, many considered the possibility pure madness. In 1959, Dr. D. R. Wilkie, a physiologist, reviewed all literature and concluded that "man powered flight is possible, but only just possible". It was well he did not conclude otherwise, for by November, 1961, at least two machines had taken off and flown by man power alone. Today, the record flight is well over a half-mile and several projects are believed to have a chance to capture the Kremer prize for the first aircraft to fly a figure eight course of a mile length, man-powered. The power source that is best for propeller-driven aircraft is by no means necessarily best for flapping wings. Smooth, steady application of force to the wing spars is the way to go. In manpower, it would be hard to improve on the means proposed by daVinci over five hundred years ago: a man reclining and free to use legs and arms, back, and every other muscle he has to operate simple cords and/or rods in a rowing or treading motion. Dr. J. Wolfe, professor of aeronautics in Warsaw has proposed a spring-suspension for the pilot of a rigid SPORT AVIATION 63



hand glider by which he believes the pilot can oscillate his weight and exert propulsion. Steam power seemed to offer promise in Chanute's day, and may be even more a possibility today. Rotary engines, if used, may better be used to power a compressor, which in turn actuates the wing mechanism in synchronism with the wing position, not at a frequency dictated by the requirements of engine efficiency. Too many ornithopters have been shaken into splinters by



unsuitably fast engines; it is just as well they did their thing on the ground! CONTROL



More important than considerations of power are those of stability and control. This is a different ball game than with fixed wing aircraft and much of the accumulated knowledge as to shifts of centers of pressure, balance, etc. derived from fixed wing experience will have to be rethought as applied to flapping wings. For example, shifts of center of pressure will be by intentional shifts of the wing, not by uncontrolled shifts with wind incidence as is the case with fixed wings. Some of the restudy can be on paper; for that which needs verification in practice, simple experiments as on kites, flying models, and paper airplanes may save costly full-scale experimentation.



TEST METHODS



Many years of experience have accumulated in fixed wing aircraft; very little is available for flapping wings. Lilienthal wisely chose to test his ideas and craft as gliders before attempting to add power, knowing that the problems of control and experience could be learned better than in powered flight. Others have given thought to how best to prove out features of the whole craft. Whenever possible, individual parts should be proven separately, first as models, then full size. But a flapping wing craft will not work until it all works; so sooner or later, it must be assembled. Even then, there are better ways to test than jumping from the top of a barn or rocky hill. Tethered flight has been proposed and used. Models can be flown as kites in a wind or propelled before or behind a car. A test vehicle to be pushed ahead of a car, supported by a castered wheel, and with the aircraft more or less attached to the vehicle, but in the undisturbed air ahead of the car, has promise. Many experimenters have learned that it is best to keep tests as far away from scoffing friends and particularly the press as possible. It is hard to convince



them that this is a test, and not intended to take off for the next county just yet! To the public, there is only failure or success; step by step learning and modification are not within their experience. Motion pictures taken during a test can be analyzed at leisure and in comfort, long after the tension of a test is past. Even normal speed movies on the simplest 8 mm. cine camera will show things that were not realized at the time; and they can be repeated as often as desired, always just the same. During the stages of planning and construction as well as test, a knowledgeable friend is a valuable asset. The Lilienthals and Wrights were brothers. Others have accomplished less, just because they had no one with whom to discuss their ideas.



CONCLUSION



It is not our purpose to describe successful flapping



wing aircraft, for there are none big enough to carry a pilot. Rather, our purpose is to show that in spite of many false starts and blind alleys, there has evolved a body of useful ideas that some of you may carry to success. The pioneers of aviation who favored flapping wing propulsion were not a poor, deluded bunch of nuts, although many who should have known better thought so. If some of those pioneers had had a selection of modern materials, to say nothing of off-the-shelf small engines, and perhaps a used car to tow a trial model at any chosen speed, plus motion pictures and heaps of technical data, they would have produced flapping wing aircraft long before now, and let us enjoy real flying. The spirit that drove the pioneers are well summarized by Lilienthal's words: "There are no technical impossibilities." After being virtually neglected for so many years, the nearterm application of flapping wing flight would seem to be in the constructing of gliders with provision for using man power to stretch the glides, and provide maneuverability in gusts and short field landings. Powered flapping wing flight can use now-available light power sources, perhaps supplemented by muscle power in a manner like the light motors that are popular in Europe to help a bicyclist's legs. Once the first safe, maneuverable, flapping-wing aircraft is flying by whatever means, development in a dozen different directions will come quickly.
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Wing Incidence & Tail Size 

lift equal to the weight of our plane. ... the wing angle of attack by three de- ..... airplane's response to various kinds of ..... are using Lotus 1-2-3 on a DOS com-.










 








Wing Design - Size 

affect the plane's flying properties. This paper is ... ness also affects the aerodynamic qualities of a wing â€” ... lent to about 1/32 inch grains of sand distributed on.










 








Wing Incidence & Tail Size 

lift equal to the weight of our plane. ... the wing angle of attack by three de- ..... airplane's response to various kinds of ..... are using Lotus 1-2-3 on a DOS com-.










 








Wing Design - Size 

ISO 9001:2000 Certified. Photograph Courtesy of: Dr. Mike Schloss. Owner/Operator of â€œNaked Fannyâ€�. Airplanes built in the 1930s and. '40s were designed for ...










 








FAQ Fixed wing Aircraft vibration 

Aircraft Vibration Troubleshooting is the process whereby an electronic vibration analyzer is used to measure the vibration produced by the aircraft power plant ...










 








Fillets on Low-Wing Aircraft 

Of all the wing-fuselage configurations studied by. NACA, the high wing configuration has the least inter- ference drag, and is the best aerodynamic choice. How-.










 








One Wing or Two? - Size 

the two wings together. In fact, his design ... tural details, let's look at some of the terms specifically used in biplane ... between the one-third chord of the upper and lower wing. This angle is .... lerons stay effective during the stall. As I m










 








Scale Aircraft Factors - Size 

In effect, the dynamic model becomes a complex inlegral- ... As angular acceleration is radians |x>r second squared, or. 1/L, we have .... teresting sport safer.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

Griffin, GA. November 7-8...... Corona, CA .. (Aircraft Builders Conference). December 5-6 . . . . . Phoenix, AZ. Information on these workshops can be obtained by ...










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

AIRCRAFT BUILDING. BASICS OF .... A review of the safety issues in- .... Wireless telephone interface for business utility â€¢ Optional DRAWS recorder and.










 








Making Cantilever Wing Spars - Size 

Jan 26, 1970 - 183 Larchdale Crescent. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. DURING THE summer of 1967, two Piel "Emeraude" wing spars were built by Vern ...










 








Wing Size and Landing Distance 

SLg = Landing roll in feet. VSO = Approach configuration stall speed in knots. (Source: â€œAirplane Aerodynamics and. Performance,â€� Jan Roskam and Edward.










 








Simplified Wing Stress Analysis - Size 

87/.4062 = 214. An L/p of 214 is greatly in excess of 150 which should not be exceeded. However, this plane has short jury struts con- necting the long lift struts ...










 








Aircraft Electrical Installations - Size 

Layout Engineer, Electrical Installation. McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft. INSTALLING AN electrical system in your homebuilt is not merely ... manufacturer considers the electrical installation that im- portant, then .... tape (industrial SPIRAP). Clamp .










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

production airplane with a standard air- worthiness ... pable of safely handling the situation. An interesting ... aircraft service manual are closely fol- lowed.










 








Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

They were looking for a type of wood ... With the advent of World War II, ... The use of Sitka Spruce was carried into post- war ... coast of the United States and Canada). .... 43-13, Government Bulletin ANC-19, .... I would strongly encourage the.










 








Homebuilt aircraft i.. - Size 

Feb 26, 1985 - windshield bow (frame) or a hand grip built into the ... Painting the canopy glass on the in- ... in the top of the glareshield (windshield.










 








Aircraft Wire Sizing - Size 

I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane!










 








Aircraft Electrical Systems - Size 

intake manifold, perhaps a nut plate installed to bring the screw in from .... E â€” For Composite Aircraft Â°. We are the only manufacturer with a complete line N. F.










 








Geodetic Aircraft Structure - Size 

Mr. Yates developed geodetic for not only the ... ments by Mr. Yates and the fate of these unique aircraft .... Access hatches swing up in Mercedes-Benz "Gull-.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

copy of the mill certificate proving that the piece ... hensive guide for inspecting any type of wood for use in aircraft. ... is a light colored wood called the "sap- wood .... The Airwolf Filter System trapped the metal and kept my engine from seiz
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